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FinCEN PROVIDES VERBAL CLARIFICATION ON GTO
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Press release originally posted on the the California Land Title Association’s website on September 6, 2016:
www.clta.org/news/306796/FinCEN-Provides-Verbal-Clarification-on-GTO-Frequently-Asked-Questions.htm

The US Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) on Tuesday provided verbal clarification to the American
Land Title Association on a number of frequently asked questions related to the joint-CLTA/ALTA webinar on the newly-active
Geographical Targeting Orders (GTOs). As discussed in the webinar in detail (available to CLTA members), the GTOs affect specific
transactions within several California counties.
Amongst the verbal answers provided by FinCEN are the following:

Q

Multiple buyers: If a purchase is being made by an
individual buyer and a corporate entity as tenants
in common and would otherwise meet the GTO
thresholds is it a covered transaction? Does this answer
change if the corporate buyers portion of the equity in
the real estate is less than the reporting threshold?

A

The trigger for GTO reporting is whether at least one
of the purchasers is a legal entity. This is true even if the
legal entity will own a minority or de minimis stake in
the property.

(Continued on reverse)

®

®

Business Trusts: If a business trust (like an NY
or DE trust that are common for mortgage
securitizations), considered legal entities for
purposes of the GTO?
No trusts of any kind are included in the definition
of a legal entity under the GTO.
Vacant lots: Does the GTO cover the purchase
of a vacant lot? What if it is going to be used
in the construction of a home?
The answer hinges on whether the vacant
land could be considered residential under the
GTO definition. If the industry would treat it as
residential for other purposes (like TILA or RESPA
compliance if there was a loan) then that can be
informative. FinCEN encourages calling them with
specific fact patterns when you encounter one
of these transactions and may provide additional
clarity if the industry sees a number of common
versions of vacant land transactions.

“

®

®

Refunded deposits: If an entity pays their
earnest money in a business check but this
check is later refunded to the purchaser who
then wires the entirety of the purchase price
into the deal is it a covered transaction?
If a check is exchanged by the buyer at any point
in the transaction then the transaction will trigger
II.A.2.iv. FinCEN recommends calling with specific
fact patterns but said it is easier just to disregard
the refund for purposes of analysis.
1031 exchanges: Does the GTO cover
residential properties that are obtained as
part of a 1031? This comes up since 1031s are
for investment and business purposes and
usually involve residential real estate only
when it’s for investment purposes.
The mere fact it’s a 1031 transaction does
not impact the determination on whether a
transaction is covered by the GTO.

As always, CLTA strongly recommends that underwritten
title companies, independent escrow companies and
real estate professionals consult directly with the title
insurance companies with which they do business to
discuss the title insurer’s precise expectations and
protocols associated with FinCEN reporting.
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Further clarifications are expected from FinCEN as they clear through a backlog
of questions. CLTA will keep its members apprised of new information as
it is received. For the latest information on FinCEN GTOs relating to CLTA
members visit the CLTA's FinCEN resource page.
Article originally posted on the California Land Title Association’s website:
www.clta.org/news/306796/FinCEN-Provides-Verbal-Clarification-onGTO-Frequently-Asked-Questions.htm
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